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Introduction

This course introduces the philosophical and practical basics in research design for policy scientists. While it is an introductory course, it is rigorous. By the end of the term you will be able to: (1) characterize research methods commonly used in the social and behavioral sciences; (2) evaluate research methods applied in published research in your field; (3) design your own research project in a dissertation prospectus or grant proposal, and; (4) identify key ethical issues in the conduct of social and behavioral sciences. The course aims to help you understand how to avoid proposing “impossible fieldwork to answer unanswerable questions” (to quote King, Keohane & Verba from Rethinking Social Inquiry p 182).

Books to purchase (available at the University Book Store):


Note that this course assumes you have been exposed to the basics of research design elsewhere. If not, you are responsible for familiarizing yourself with the key concepts. If you have not explored research design previously, these two books may be helpful:


Alternative basic material in research design (not required for the course):

All other readings will be made available through the course website, though your libraries will be more complete and interesting if you purchase the original volumes of books referenced.

**Grading**

Grades in this course are a function of your preparation, participation, and papers. This seminar will be conducted as a series of discussions, with the exceptional informal lecture or presentation. Read the material well in advance of our discussions so that you have time to think about it beforehand. Participation consists of presenting the assigned papers, conveying your own thoughts and reactions to the readings, and reacting to the presentations and thoughts of others in the class. Critique and explore others’ thoughts and work constructively—the more constructive and creative the better! Assignments and proposals will be evaluated according to criteria determined by the class and informed by National Science Foundation review criteria.

To earn an A in the course, attend class every week and demonstrate through your presentations and active participation in the discussion that you have carefully considered the assigned readings. If you absolutely have to miss a class meeting for any reason, please submit typed answers to the weekly discussion questions in advance of the class.

**Course Requirements**

1. Read all of the “required” readings and attend all class sessions.
2. Complete all assignments and exercises.
3. Produce a research design and, after the design is evaluated, a formal proposal—either a dissertation prospectus or a grant proposal (e.g., for a dissertation grant or a research grant from the National Science Foundation)
4. Most important: all of us must be actively engaged in helping one another formulate and evaluate research issues and solve problems as they emerge. This interactive learning is much more important than the actual reading material or even the research proposal product.

To receive a top grade in this course and benefit most from it, you should:

1. Fulfill all requirements listed above
2. Read both the “required” and the “supplemental” readings. The readings are front-loaded, so it’s especially important to keep on top of them the first few weeks.
3. Present supplemental readings in class (to be arranged with instructor)
4. Develop a high level of substantive knowledge of research and theory pertaining to the topic of your proposal.
5. Begin communication/correspondence with other researchers concerned with your topic.
6. Complete by the end of the quarter a high quality, theory-based empirical research proposal, complete with literature review, theory overview, methods and expected results. The proposal should be of fundable quality and should be ready to submit to a funding organization or your advisor by the end of the term. The paper should take your level of methodological sophistication at least one step beyond your current level.

**Participation and readings presentation** (30% of grade): Participate every week and be prepared to lead discussion of one of the required readings each week. One way of doing this is to prepare a 1-page summary of the key points and questions from the reading. See schedule for required preparation.

**Assignments and final proposal**: Each of the five assignments is designed to promote progress toward your final proposal.
Assignment 1 (10% of grade, due October 19th): Draft your research question and briefly sketch a design (2 pages double-spaced). This is a brainstorming exercise; be creative! (a) Write a researchable question for a policy or management topic that interests you. (b) Develop a primary research design to gather and analyze evidence addressing that question. You should select this primary design from one of the major categories of research approaches (e.g., ethnographic, case study/comparative method, statistical, experimental – choose one with which you are familiar) and (briefly) justify why you chose this design. (c) Interpret how different philosophies of social science might assess your design, and the results it might produce if implemented successfully. Be sure to address falsifiability.

Assignment 2 (10% of grade, due November 2): Revise and expand your draft research design to include a draft literature review. See Gerring’s assignment (at the end of this syllabus) for further advice on developing your research design. Meet with the instructor individually to discuss your research design at least once before submitting this assignment (i.e., before November 1st).

Assignment 3 (10% of grade, due November 9th): Peer review of two draft research designs (written reviews, approximately 1-2 pages each). NSF review criteria must be applied, in addition to any other review criteria determined by the class. In each review, include a one paragraph summary of the proposed research design (in your own words).

Assignment 4 (30% of grade; due December 7th or four days before mock NSF panel): Final research proposal.

Assignment 5 (10% of grade; due at mock NSF panel meeting, date TBD – tentatively Friday December 11th, 2015): Peer review of two full research proposals and summary of panel discussion for one of those. Extra credit will be awarded for completing a written review of an additional proposal. Consult sample panel reviews on course website.

Specifications for the required research proposal

- You must present a research design to the class and receive approval for the design from me before the proposal is begun in earnest. This is not to constrain your creativity, but to make sure that the research is feasible.
- You may work alone or in teams of two. If you have a co-author, that arrangement must be made early (and should be reflected in the research design preparation).
- All proposals must present explicit, testable hypotheses and describe criteria for the test of hypotheses.
- The proposal should include: an “introduction” section that frames the issue and presents a brief statement of the research and theory objectives of the research; a “data and methods” section that details sampling procedures, your approach to analysis, characteristics of the data and so forth (examples will be provided); a “research questions” section that presents hypotheses, relevant theory, and (if appropriate) a model; an analysis and “expected findings” section that presents statistical analysis and anticipated results; and a conclusions or implications section that links your results to those of others and discusses the policy relevance of the anticipated results, along with relevant caveats and possible future directions for research.
- Your literature review should be included in your research questions section and discuss (as pertinent) relevant literature and previous findings (i.e., the state of the literature).
• Note that each variable employed must be described precisely, both conceptually and with regard to measurement.
• A one page summary of the research proposal must be provided after the title page.
• Your proposal should meet the most stringent criteria for form, grammar, spelling and clarity.
• All tables and figures should be provided in the proposal. No appendices will be allowed.
• All material within the body of the paper must be double-spaced.
• Pages must be numbered.
• Tables and figures must be printed, not drawn.
• All material cited must be fully referenced. Proposals not citing directly relevant research will be marked down.
• Excluding tables, references and appendices, proposals may be no longer than 25 double-spaced pages. There is no minimum length but 10-18 pages is a good target for a draft proposal.
• Proposals may employ existing data (questionnaire, interview, or other), or include data collection. Any proposed data collection or acquisition must take into account human subjects review and other ethical and fiscal exigencies (i.e., it should be feasible).

Specifications for the presentation of research designs

You will present your research design at least twice. The first time conceptually (no data analysis strategy necessary), the second time proposed methods and data analysis are required (draft proposal presentation). In each case, you will have ten minutes to present and a discussant will have ten minutes to critique your design.

Specifications for the review of the research proposal

The final presentation of proposals will simulate a National Science Foundation review panel. The proposer will be excused for the presentation of his or her own proposal. Each student will have exactly 10 minutes to present another student’s research proposal, including both a summary of the proposed research and a thorough evaluation/critique and suggested action (fund/do not fund). After the 10 minutes, one other panelist will have approximately 3 minutes to summarize his/her evaluation of the proposal. After 3-4 additional minutes devoted to questions from the instructor and other students, the panel will reach a final assessment. The date and time for the mock panel will be arranged but it will probably take place a few days after the last regularly scheduled class. All students will receive written panel summaries along with copies of the individual (anonymous) reviews of their proposal.

Timeline for research proposal:

• Initial research question and design sketch due October 19th
• Literature review (context for your research question) begin October 19th
• Research question panic (someone stole my ideal or, it’s old hat!) October 21st
• Data collection/acquisition strategy (i.e. what data address your question?) October 26th
• Data panic (i.e. how can I get the right data!) October 26th
• Design consulting with Bostrom October 28th through October 30th
• Draft research design due to instructor & discussants October Nov 2nd
• Review and discussion of research designs November 9th
• Draft proposal discussions November 30th
• Final proposal due to instructor and to discussants December 7th
• Final review panel TBD (tentatively Friday December 11th)
Calendar

October 5, 2015  Class begins – please do the assigned reading before class.
October 12, 2015  Short presentations (methodology of social scientific research)
October 19, 2015  Assignment 1 due
October 26, 2015  Assignment 2 due
November 2, 2015  Assignment 3 due, peer discussion of research designs
November 9, 2015  Draft proposal discussions.
November 16, 2015  Assignment 1 due
November 23, 2015  December 7, 2015  Last official class meeting, Assignment 4 proposal due. Guest speaker, tentatively.
November 30, 2015  Draft proposal discussions.
December 11, 2015  Tentative date for mock NSF panel (Friday, Dec 11th)

Schedule

Week 1: October 5—Causation

Introductions, course nuts and bolts, discussion of causation and strategies for designing research.

Note taker and summary: Student

Required reading and preparation:

http://neurotheory.columbia.edu/~ken/cargo_cult.html


Gerring Chapters 1-2 (pages xix-57)

Strongly recommended:

Neuman chapters 1-4 (read as necessary, but critically; if you haven’t covered this kind of material previously, you will find this extremely helpful background for the course).

**Week 2: October 12 – On the methodology of (social) scientific research**

*Study questions:* Does science require falsification? What constitutes a research program?

*Note taker and summary:* Rebeca

**Required reading and preparation:**


Gerring chapters 3-5 (pages 58 -140) [All]

**Supplemental resources/reading:**

Week 3: October 19 – Getting started: Putting research questions in context.

“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants” - Isaac Newton

Study question: What is a good research question?

Note taker and summary: Cornetta

Required reading and preparation:


PS-The Political Methodologist vol 6-2 Symposium on Designing Social Inquiry Parts I-II (by Burton and Brady respectively), Spring 1995, American Political Science Association. [Emily]


Two examples of types of theory and research on them—


Assignment 1 is due.

Strongly recommended:

Neuman chapters 5-6


Recommended that you attend the 2nd year Proseminar Monday October 19th at 3pm (Sieg Hall 229) for an introduction to Meta-Analysis.
Week 4: October 26 (reschedule?)—An introduction to research design strategy, sampling and measurement issues through meta-analysis.

Study questions: What about sampling is important, and why? What is bias?

Note taker and summary: Austin

Required reading and preparation:

Gerring chapter 7 (pages 155-192). [Emmi]


http://www.campbellcollaboration.org/resources/research/Methods_Links.php [Rebecca, Austin]

http://www.cochrane.org/training/cochrane-handbook [skim Cochrane handbook] [Cornetta, Ziyan]

Strongly recommended:

Neuman chapters 7-8

David Garson’s webpages on Research design (64 pages including references)


Becker, H. Tricks of the Trade, chapter on sampling.

Recommended that you attend the public lecture by Professor Kate Starbird at 7:30pm Tuesday October 27th in Kane Hall 120. Advance registration required. See http://engage.washington.edu/site/Calendar?id=126761&view=Detail
Week 5: November 2—Case studies, comparative analysis and causality

Study question: What is a case study?

Note taker and summary: Emily

Required reading and preparation:

Gerring chapters 8-12 (pages 197-357)  
[Cornetta 8-9, Emmi 10, Rebeca 11, or similar]  
(skim chapters 8-9, read chapters 10-11, skim chapter 12).

[Nicole, Emily]

[Austin, Ziyan]

Assignment 2 due.

Strongly recommended:

Neuman chapter 14


• Becker (45-48)  
[Becker, Burton, Collier]

• Burton (59-70)

• Collier (71-76)

• Ragin (109-116)  
[Ragin, Satterfield and Silbey]

• Satterfield (117-120) and

• Silbey (121-126).

Rihoux, Benoît (2006) Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and Related Systematic Comparative Methods: Recent Advances and Remaining Challenges for Social Science Research  
Week 6: November 9 —Experiments, Quasi-experimental design, random assignment, and the ethics of experiments

Study questions: Why random assignment? What characterizes a “good” experiment in the policy sciences?

Note taker and summary: Emmi

Required reading and preparation:


The Reproducibility Project: http://openscienceframework.org/project/EZcUj/ [Cornetta, Rebeca]

Assignment 3 due.

Strongly recommended:

Gerring Chapters 8-11 [these will be very helpful for week 10]

Neuman Chapters 6-9

Replication data & re-analysis: Dataverse, http://gking.harvard.edu/data ; skim e.g., A Method of Automated Nonparametric Content Analysis for Social Science, by Daniel J. Hopkins Georgetown University and Gary King Harvard University [All]
Week 7: November 16 – From ethnography to survey methodology, Part I

Study questions: What information about methods and methodology should be reported in a scientific paper that employs qualitative research? Survey research?

Note taker and summary: Ziyan

Required reading and preparation: (DRAFT – may change)

On the scientific foundations of qualitative research.


- Becker (45-48), [Austin]
- Burton (59-70), [Emmi]
- Collier (71-76), [Rebeca]
- Ragin (109-116), [Ziyan]
- Satterfield (117-120) [Nicole]
- Silbey (121-126).
Week 8: November 23 – From ethnography to survey methodology, Part II

On scientific advances in survey methodology.  Note taker and summary: Nicole


Strongly recommended: Neuman Chapters 10-13

AAPOR guidelines for survey research. See http://www.aapor.org/For_Students/5273.htm#.UkmlgmTXjcZ especially Poll & Survey FAQ, and under that, Question Wording and AAPOR Standards and Ethics. [Nicole]

Supplemental reading and resources:


Consortium on Qualitative Research Methods:
http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/moynihan/cqrm/The_Institute_for_Qualitative_and_Multi-Method_Research/
Week 9: November 30—Statistical modeling and new approaches to research in the social sciences (individual meetings with instructor on proposal this week too)

Study questions: What counts as evidence? Are there better (new) ways of testing social science theories?

Note taker and summary: Emily

Required reading and preparation:


Re modeling: Take a look at the replication data and at least one re-analysis at Dataverse: http://gking.harvard.edu/data [Nicole, Emmi]

Automated content analysis:

See http://gking.harvard.edu/category/research-interests/applications and for an engaging example of this read


John Wilkerson on data scraping / tools for text: http://toolsfortext.wordpress.com/


Simulation (e.g., agent-based modeling) and systems modeling:


Week 10: December 7th – Guest speaker TBD. Assignment 4 due.

[reschedule discussion for Friday Dec 4th – possible discussion with advanced doctoral students on data-scraping, qualitative and multimethod analysis]

Friday December 11 (TENTATIVE DATE) – Proposal review panel

For the final review panel, each class member will contribute as follows:
(a) Final research proposal submitted at least four days in advance of the panel.
(b) Short written reviews of two proposals (assigned by the instructor), to be presented orally to the review panel (comprised of everyone in the class except the author of that proposal being reviewed).
(c) Lead reviewer on one proposal, required to summarize the panel’s discussion of that proposal in a short paragraph (during the panel).
To guide your readings (especially in Gerring and Neuman), here are comprehensive exam questions in this area from previous years.

2015 (both days one and two were open book in 2015)

Day One:


Ladd et al. talk about spillover effects. Describe what the authors mean by spillover effects (be specific), address the advantages/disadvantages of their research design with regard to identifying and estimating spillover effects from each of the programs, and discuss whether spillover effects threaten the validity of the authors' conclusions given their efforts to address them.

Day Two:

Develop a research design that combines qualitative and quantitative elements to test a hypothesis about the interaction of institutions and the policy process (i.e., drawing on one or more institutional and policy process theories). To keep your design manageable you may consider restricting it to one sector, type of policy, type of policy-making institution, and/or geographic or cultural area. Your hypothesis must explicitly draw from at least one policy process theory and at least one institutional theory. Be open about the strengths and weaknesses of your research design. You may not use a research design you proposed in a class paper last year.

2014 (closed book)

Day One:

“Can targeted transfers improve birth outcomes? Evidence from the introduction of the WIC program”, by Hilary Hoynes, Marianne Page, and Ann Huff Stevens, Journal of Public Economics 95 (2011) 813–827. Please answer the following questions regarding this article which was previously distributed.

1. Do the authors’ data and methods allow them to effectively test and appropriately discuss the hypotheses or issues under discussion? The authors state, “The validity of our research design hinges on the exogeneity of county WIC start dates.” What do they mean by this?
2. Why are the findings in table 3 estimates of the “intent to treat” impact of WIC? Why do the authors convert these estimates into the impact of the “treatment on the treated?”
3. If the implementing agency had planned to do an evaluation of the impact of the WIC program on birth weights prior to the rollout, what alternative research design would you have proposed at that time? Specify the necessary assumptions about available data to carry out your design.

Day Two:

Develop a research design on a policy problem of your choice (this may not be a design proposed in one of your class papers last year) that tests two competing theories of the policy process, out of the following three: (i) social construction, (ii) diffusion, (iii) network theory. Be sure to identify the key authors for the two theories you compete.
2013

Day One:
We would like to receive your critical review of the following paper (previously distributed to you) on the dimensions identified below:

Critique the article’s Research Design. First, explain what question(s) the authors are seeking to answer and why. Do the authors’ data and methods allow them to effectively test and appropriately discuss the hypotheses or issues under discussion? What are the main advantages and limitations of their approach? Is there an alternative method (or methods) that would have been better suited to effectively test the authors’ hypotheses? If so, briefly explain what it is (they are) and your rationale. Why do you think the authors used the methods employed in this paper rather than alternative methods? Make sure that your answers address the “Selective Recruitment” hypothesis discussed in the article.

Day Two:
Develop a feasible research design on a policy problem of your choice (this may not be a design proposed in one of your class papers last year or the one addressed in yesterday’s article) that tests two competing theories of the policy process, from the following three: (i) social construction, (ii) diffusion, (iii) network theory. Be sure to identify the key authors for the two theories you compete.

2012

Please answer the following question.

Researchers trained in experimental, statistical, and/or ethnographic research designs and methods often completely misunderstand comparative and case study research designs and methods. Describe and explain King, Keohane and Verba’s "quasi-statistical" approach to comparative and case study research designs and methods. Then review the major criticisms of this quasi-statistical approach from competing comparative and case study researchers (Brady and Collier, McKeown, Ragin, Bennett, etc.). What are ideas about comparative and case study research designs and methods offered and promoted by these researchers that are different from (or similar to) the "quasi-statistical" approach? Which of these two schools of thought do you find more compelling and useful to your own research program? Why?

2011

Answer one of the questions below.

1) What are the key issues one should consider when conducting applied research/evaluative research using experimental/quasi-experimental versus other types of research designs and methods? On what types of applied research and evaluation questions do the different designs and methods shed light? What are the benefits and challenges of these different types of designs and methods? Illustrate these trade-offs by discussing at least two different research designs to conduct applied/evaluative research in an area of interest to you. Conclude with a statement about which research design would be preferable given the area you have chosen.

2) A common error in research is for authors to claim they are doing “thick description” when they are actually deploying other types of case study and comparative methodologies (process-tracing, within-case comparison, general elimination, counterfactual thought experiments, etc.). How is thick description, as developed by Geertz, different from or similar to these other types of case study methods? Be sure to
discuss epistemological issues such as meaning, inter-subjective understandings, causality,
generalizability, and other issues you believe are key differences. Conclude with a discussion of how you
would use different types of case study methods in an area of interest to you.

2010

Write a researchable question for any policy or management topic that interests you. It must be
on a different topic than the one you wrote on in the Research Design seminar. Develop a
primary research design to gather and analyze evidence addressing that question. You should
select this primary design from one of the major categories of research approaches (e.g.,
ethnographic, case study/comparative method, statistical, experimental) and justify why you
chose this design. Then develop a secondary “mixed-methods” design that builds on your
original proposal. Ideally the mixed-methods design would generate different types of data
(quantitative or qualitative) and complementary analysis to your primary design. Compare the
two designs in terms of the trade-offs (methodological, operational, etc.) you think are critical for
choosing one design over the other. The purpose of this question is to demonstrate how well you
can identify and analyze the relative trade-offs among research designs for answering a
particular question. Therefore, do not set up one of the designs as a straw person (i.e., set up
one of the designs as intentionally weak to demonstrate the superiority of the alternate
design). Finally, interpret how different philosophies of social science might assess the two
designs, and the results they might produce if implemented successfully.

2009

Please respond to each of the questions below regarding the attached article by DeHart-Davis, entitled: “A

1. The author proposes a new theory of green tape that is juxtaposed with red tape.
   a. What is “tape” (as implied by the article)?
   b. How does “tape” vary? (e.g., is it only red or green)?

2. On p. 377, the author states: “The results of this analysis (table 7) indicate convergent
and discriminant [divergent] validity of the green tape construct.”
   c. What does she mean by this?
   d. How does table 7 support her claim?
   e. What do these results imply about using the measures for both green tape and red tape?

3. The research design on p.363 describes the 4 cities in the sample. The author is not clear, however,
about how she selected these cities.
   f. If we assume they were selected non-randomly, what does this imply about external
validity (generalizability)?
   g. Does the author adequately speak to generalizability in the last paragraph on p. 379?

4. Imagine that you are designing a follow-up study to test green-tape theory.
   h. Which hypothesis would you test? (Please identify only one.)
i. How would you test it? (Be sure to discuss your sampling strategy, dependent variable, independent variables, measures, and other considerations you think important.)

j. What is the epistemology (philosophy of science) underlying the research design of your follow-up study?

2008

Answer one of the following questions:

a) Write a research question for any policy or management topic that interests you. Develop two competing research designs to answer that single question. One of the designs must use solely qualitative methods; the other, solely quantitative methods. The question must be the same for both research designs. Compare the two designs in terms of any and all trade-offs you think are important for choosing one design over the other. Conclude your analysis by selecting either the quantitative or the qualitative design; you may not conclude by choosing both designs as parts of a mixed-methods strategy (even if doing so may seem like the best choice an actual research project). The purpose of this question is to demonstrate how well you can identify and analyze the relative trade-offs, not to demonstrate that you can develop the best possible research design for your question.

b) Random assignment methodology is considered the “gold standard” for policy and program evaluation. Why? So, if random assignment is so great why isn’t it more widely used in practice? What are its major limitations? What do we know about how effectively various quasi-experimental evaluation designs can substitute when random assignment cannot be used? Illustrate your answer with reference to relevant literature, examples and specific designs.
To help you think about your proposal, here is Gerrig's assignment (which I've edited somewhat). The original is available under "Resources" for Gerrig's book @ http://www.cambridge.org/gb/knowledge/isbn/item6566290/?site_locale=en_GB

The major written work for this class consists of a research proposal on a subject of your own choosing. You will turn in two drafts; however, only the grade on the final draft will count towards your grade. (Turn in all drafts by email attachment and in Word format so that I can insert comments in the text.)

This proposal should take approximately the same form as a dissertation prospectus or grant proposal. Indeed, you may consider this assignment as a dress-rehearsal for your dissertation or grant proposal. It should include a big theory (what it's all about; the theoretical interest), a specific hypothesis or set of related hypotheses, and a research design (how you propose to investigate your hypothesis). Be as clear and well-organized as possible. Anticipate possible objections.

In addition to this brief set of guidelines, you are well-advised to consult various sources on writing and publishing listed in the syllabus and on the course website.

OBJECTIVES

1. The theory, and the hypothesis, informing the study must be fairly general in scope. It must be of interest to a broader audience in public policy and management.

2. You are strongly encouraged to make a causal argument, rather than a predictive or descriptive one. Predictive arguments may flow from causal arguments (indeed, they may be unavoidable), but they would not typically be the main subject of a proposal in the policy sciences. The reasons for preferring causal over descriptive arguments are more complicated and should be briefly reviewed. First, descriptive inference is in some respects harder (as discussed in the course). Second, we will be talking mostly about causal arguments during the course of the term. Third, most social and behavioral sciences are obsessed with causal arguments, so it is a good idea to figure out how they work. And finally, there is more pay-off to you (on the job market or wherever you end up).

3. You must propose a specific hypothesis. Clarify, if it is not entirely clear, what change on X is predicted to result in what change in Y. Of course, you may be unsure about which of several possible hypotheses to focus on. It is natural to begin a dissertation with a high degree of uncertainty. However, it is not possible to write a convincing proposal by merely stating a series of questions. Exploratory proposals are possible, but only if there are some plausible expectations that render the proposal interesting – theoretically and/or substantively. The more specific you can be, the better, for without such specificity it is very difficult to engage questions of method – the primary purpose of the course.

4. A dissertation is a large piece of work so there is space to make more than one argument. The proposal, however, is a very short piece of work and there is space for only one main hypothesis, or a set of hypotheses that are tightly
integrated. Do not suppose that the proposal must incorporate all that you will deal with in the dissertation (and the eventual book or set of articles that you plan to write).

5. Remember that you need not stick with your chosen theory and hypothesis through the rest of your graduate career. This is an exercise, not a final product. Its purpose is largely heuristic, that is, to help you think through the process of conceptualizing and implementing research – and, more specifically, writing a dissertation. It does not matter to me whether you do end up doing what you say you will be doing. Consider the proposal a hypothetical plan of action. It matters whether this plan is workable, but it does not matter if you choose to abandon it or dramatically reformulate it in future years.

6. The literature review must be extensive enough to show the value-added of your suggested project. That is, you need to verify whether your idea has already been explored by other scholars, and if so with what results. If your contribution is empirical rather than theoretical, then you need to show that your research design is better than – or adds something significant – to the body of extant empirical work on the subject. Your review should involve printed sources (published books and articles, as well as unpublished papers) but also direct contact with scholars working in the chosen subfield. Sometimes, the latter is the best way to arrive at a determination of whether a topic is truly novel, or merely commonsense, and whether it is workable. You may be lucky enough to find one of these scholars at the University of Washington. But if not (and given the specialization of the academy, this is unlikely) you should consult scholars by email wherever they happen to be, or consider sending an inquiry to the appropriate listserv (after you have conducted your initial literature review and checked the archives of the listserv for similar inquiries). Remember that your prof in this course is not an expert in everything (some might argue that she is an expert in nothing). The most that I can do is to weigh in on the methodological components of your proposal; its substantive contribution is probably not an area in which I will have much to say (and if I do say anything you should take it with a grain of salt).

Organization

As a summary of your proposal, please include a one page summary, along with your name, the title of the project, and the date, according to the instructions found in the NSF Grant Proposal Guide at http://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?ods_key=gpg. This summary should include a brief statement of your objectives (theory and hypotheses), description of your methods (research design), and separate paragraphs describing the intellectual merit of the proposed research (how it will advance public policy and management sciences) and the resulting broader impacts.

This is the format employed by the National Science Foundation for its proposal summaries and you might want to scan the summaries of funded awards (search awards at www.nsf.gov) if you are unsure what the above means or it can be written
in a single page. Of course, this is highly reductive. You will have plenty of chance to explain if your proposal does not fit neatly into these boxes.

In the body of the proposal, you might consider the following organization (keeping in mind that this will vary somewhat according to the topic, the state of the literature on this topic, and your argument):

_**Introduction.**_ Introduce the general topic or question of your research. What’s the big picture? You should say something about the everyday or policy significance of the topic if not this is not apparent.

_**General theory and literature review.**_ Clarify what the value-added of your study might be, relative to extant work on the subject. There are three ways of establishing this. You may point out that a) this topic is insufficiently studied; b) there are important unresolved questions (debates); or c) the prevailing wisdom on this matter is wrong. (These three tacks are not mutually exclusive.)

Do not write pages and pages of literature review. Try to be as concise as possible, while remaining comprehensive, in your review. The best way to do this is usually to structure your discussion by way of substantive points, citing authors as you go. For example, rather than reviewing what Smith (1980), Jones (1999), and Hall (2005) have to say, seriatim, disaggregate the literature on the topic by its substantive findings and/or methods. For example: “There are three approaches to the question of the democratic peace: a) the case study (e.g., Smith 1980), b) the crossnational statistical study (e.g., Jones 1999), and c) the formal model (e.g., Hall 2005).”

If the literature on your subject is vast and complicated, you might consider presenting them in tabular format. E.g.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith (1980)</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones (1999)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>All countries, 1960-</td>
<td>Large-N Xnatl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall (2005)</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Formal model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_**Hypothesis.**_ Sometimes, the hypothesis can be stated as part of the general theory. Sometimes, it is helpful to introduce it later, as an instantiation of that theory.

In any case, if your argument is rather complicated, draw a diagram showing how the major factors in your theory inter-relate. As an example, here is a diagram that I constructed for a recent project on democracy and development:
Research design. Next, discuss the nature of the evidence that you will be evaluating and the form of analysis that you will employ. Since this is the main topic of the course, this is the section that I will be paying closest attention to.

If there are a relatively small number of cases and a large number of variables, I strongly encourage you to construct a “truth table” in which you score each case (or each case type) on each dimension (i.e., on each independent and dependent variable). This will allow you – and us – to evaluate the evidence in a concise format. Of course, this is not possible in projects that incorporate a large sample or where the scoring of cases is unknown, as with experiments.

Be sure you justify your choice of research design. How does your approach differ (or not) from other writers? Why did you choose this research design, and not others?

Finally, and very importantly, discuss the possible weaknesses of this research design. Recall that the objective of this course is to teach methodology, not simply to develop good research. This means enhancing methodological self-consciousness. If your research design has flaws or limitations (as all do), acknowledge these. Your job is not to identify a perfect research design but rather the one that is “best possible,” under the circumstances – given limited time, resources, access to materials, ethical constraints, and so forth.